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Improved understanding of delta mouth bar morphodynamics, and the resulting stratigraphic
architectures, is important for predicting the loci of deposition of different sediment fractions,
coastal geomorphic change and heterogeneity in mouth bar reservoirs. Facies and architectural
analysis of exceptionally well-exposed shallow water (ca. 5 m depth) mouth bars and associated
distributaries, from the Xert Formation (Lower Cretaceous), of the Maestrat Basin (east-central
Spain), reveal that they grew via a succession of repeated autogenic cycles. The formation is part
of a mixed clastic-carbonate succession deposited during a time of active faulting and incipient salt
tectonism, but in an area away from their direct influence and where wave and tidal reworking
were minimal.
An initial mouth bar accretion element forms after avulsion of a distributary into shallow standing
water. Turbulent expansion of the fluvial jet and high bed friction results in rapid flow
deceleration, and deposition of sediment in an aggradational to expansional bar-form. Vertical bar
growth causes flattening and acceleration of the jet. The accelerated flow scours channels on the
bar top, which focuses further expansion of the mouth bar at individual loci where the channels
break through the front of the mouth bar. Here, new mouth bar accretion elements form,
downlapping and onlapping against a readily recognizable surface of mouth bar reorganization.
Vertical growth of the new mouth bar accretion elements causes flattening and re-acceleration of
the jet, leading to channelization, and initiation of the next generation of mouth bar accretion
elements. Thus the mouth bar grows, until bed-friction effects cause backwater deceleration and
superelevation of flow in the feeding distributary. Within-channel sedimentation, choking and
upstream avulsion of the feeding channel, results in mouth bar abandonment. In this study,
mouth bars are formed of at least two to three accretion elements, before abandonment
happened. The results of this study contrast with the notion that mouth bars form by simple
vertical aggradation and radial expansion. However, the architecture and facies distributions of
shallow water mouth bars are a predictable product of intrinsic processes that operate to deposit
them.
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